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Patients are not necessarily admitted to
AIR with their diagnoses labelled. Due
to the rehabilitation team approach to
evaluation, we appreciated that our
patient had (rare) limb kinetic apraxia,
ideomotor apraxia and apraxia of
speech—not inconsistent with the
location of the patient’s lesion. PT
utilized theraband to promote dorsiflex
isolation from knee flexion. Gait speed
with right limb strapped to rolling walker
improved from 0.5m/sec to 1m/sec. He
couldn’t negotiate stairs due to motor
planning difficulty. OT used targeting
tasks with weights on UE and
incorporated bilateral integration in ADL
tasks. ADLs improved from moderate to
set-up assistance. SLP used naming,
repetition, and automatic speech with
oral motor placement cues and pacing
by hand tapping leading to
improvements in articulation.

Figure 1. T2 weighted MRI shows hyperintensity in the 
left frontoparietal area (right side of figure) and left hemi-
craniotomy and cranioplasty. 

Figure 2. Limb apraxias and apraxia of speech. 

A 55 y/o right-handed male with a
history of hypertension and traumatic
left SDH status-post craniotomy and
cranioplasty, altered mental status
following seizures presented to acute
inpatient rehabilitation (AIR) with gait
disorder, ADL impairments and
cognitive deficits. Physical exam
showed confusion to place and time,
MMT 5/5 left side, 4/5 in RUE, 5/5 in
RLE, with normal sensation and
proprioception. On initial PT
evaluation, isolated knee extension
caused hip, knee, elbow, wrist flexion
with cervical extension. Interestingly,
ambulation within parallel bars was
normal, but with assistive device,
circumducted, adducted and internally
rotated RLE. OT found impaired gross
motor coordination, dynamic reaching,
and hand eye coordination of the RUE.
SLP found mild-moderate expressive
and receptive aphasia and moderate
verbal apraxia characterized by
uncoordinated motor movements and
disfluent speech. Subsequently,
physicians found the patient used his
finger and hand as the object when
asked to demonstrate combing hair or
brushing teeth.

CONCLUSIONS

A comprehensive team approach
can be extremely effective for
diagnosis and functional
rehabilitation even in patients with
multifaceted, complex apraxia.
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